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Government agencies are challenged by a massive array of cyber threats. The U.S. Cyberspace Solarium Commission 

recently concluded that the country  is at risk, not only from a catastrophic cyber-attack, but from the millions of daily 

intrusions disrupting everything from financial transactions to the inner workings of our electoral system.  However, 

the recent COVID-19 crisis and the ensuing “maximum telework” mandates have highlighted the importance of 

understanding and defending the increased attack surface which could arise from remote work. With this unexpected 

shift to a more distributed workforce, it is high-time government agencies as well as private enterprises  explore the 

avavenues of interest in zero-trust architectures – a security model that assumes that there are attackers both within 

and outside of the network, such that no users or machines should be automatically trusted.It is based on the principle 

that nothing can be trusted. Under this philosophy, no device, user or application attempting to interact with your 

architecture can be secure. 

The starting position should to see everything as a potential threat 

requiring verification.For developing a Zero Trust Architecture, you must 

gain visibility and context for all traffic – across user, device, location and 

application – by using Zero Trust in conjunction with zoning capabilities 

for visibility into internal traffic.It is recommended to contact an IT 

security development and maintenance company right away to assess 

your existing systems and take the necessary measures.

Demand for Zero Trust Architecture

The recent pandemic has taught us several lessons. First, nothing should be taken for granted. 

Several factors could affect a business and subsequently could affect jobs. The world is facing its 

worst economic recession perhaps after the Cold War. This has perhaps led to several layoffs at 

even the largest conglomerates across the globe. But this doesn’t mean the world or specifically 

the commercial way of life is coming to an end. Evolution is the key for life’s sustenance and even 

for jobs. Then the question may arise, evolution in what? Employees of an IT organization such as 

SGS Technologie always keep themselves updated with the latest technologies and customer 

trtrends. What else needs evolution?  The answer is aptitude at work. Aptitude can be defined as 

components of a competence to do a certain kind of work at a certain level. In simpler words; how 

good are you at work and how good are you at the workplace? These components may include time 

management, good communication, interest in your work as well interest to learn more, and ability 

to do multi-tasks among others. Your technical skills can be categorized as expertise; but your 

aptitude is your qualification for the job. It can be the reason why an employer  hangs on to you.

Aptitude Skills for an Employee



Tech Giants Discuss Election Security:  A group of tech giants including 
Google, Facebook, Twitter and Microsoft met in New York with representatives 
from agencies like the FBI, the Office of the Director of National Intelligence as 
well as the Department of Homeland Security to share insights about 
disinformation campaigns and emerging deceptivebehavior across their 
services.

EEconomic Recovery Efforts:  Miami-Dade Beacon Council partners with area 
tech companies on economic recovery efforts. One of the initiatives includes a 
job portal for displaced workers to retrain for new skills and secure different 
employment opportunities.This was created as a response to the COVID-19 
pandemic, with the intention of fostering innovative ways.

SGSSGS’ App for Remote Jury  Trial: Duval County handled Florida’s first fully 
remote civil jury trial. The trial also believed to be the first fully remote trial in 
the United States was held with an application developed by SGS Technologie 
for Fourth Judicial Circuit. The circuit will serve as one of five remote civil trial 
pilots across the state.despite the Covid19 pandemic.

Hadoop Spark Developer – Only W2

SGS Technologies in Jacksonville, FL is looking for a Hadoop Spark Developer for a 

long-term opportunity with one of our clients. The candidate will be responsible for 

the design, development, and operations of systems that store and manage large 

amounts of data. 

Client Coordinator – Jacksonville, FL

AA sales/customer service-oriented professional is required as a full-time employee 

to regularly meet clients and maintain a healthy accord. The candidate will be 

responsible for keeping detailed records of clients and their upcoming projects. Also, 

the candidate will be required to attend different events and seminars. Experience in 

IT sales/staffing is required along with great communication skills.

IIT Database Infrastructure Architect – Jacksonville, FL SGS SGS Technologies in 

Jacksonville, FL is looking for a Sr Database Infrastructure Architect for a long-term 

opportunity with one of our clients. It will originally be 12-month contract with 

possibilities of extensions.  Candidate must have 10+ years of hands on database 

administration experience with multiple database platforms. Experience in Sailfish 

is a major PLUS.
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